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Abstract Understanding the relation between injection‐induced seismic moment release and
operational parameters is crucial for early identification of possible seismic hazards associated with
fluid‐injection projects. We conducted laboratory fluid‐injection experiments on permeable sandstone
samples containing a critically stressed fault at different fluid pressurization rates. The observed
fluid‐induced fault deformation is dominantly aseismic. Fluid‐induced stick‐slip and fault creep reveal that
total seismic moment release of acoustic emission (AE) events is related to total injected volume,
independent of respective fault slip behavior. Seismic moment release rate of AE scales with measured fault
slip velocity. For injection‐induced fault slip in a homogeneous pressurized region, released moment shows
a linear scaling with injected volume for stable slip (steady slip and fault creep), while we find a cubic
relation for dynamic slip. Our results highlight that monitoring evolution of seismic moment release with
injected volume in some cases may assist in discriminating between stable slip and unstable runaway
ruptures.

Plain Language Summary Anthropogenic earthquakes caused by fluid injection have been
reported worldwide to occur in the frame of waste‐water disposal, CO2 sequestration, and stimulation of
hydrocarbon or deep geothermal reservoirs. To study the dynamics of injection‐induced seismic energy
release in a controlled environment, we performed laboratory fluid injection experiments on critically
stressed high‐permeability sandstone samples with a prefabricated fault. We monitored acoustic emission
occurring during injection‐induced fault sliding. We find that the total seismic deformation (expressed as
total seismic moment) is related to total injected volume, independent of fault slip modes (i.e., dynamic slip,
steady slip, and fault creep). Seismic moment release rate roughly scales with fault slip velocity. In our
experiments, the fluid pressure front migrates faster than the rupture front by about 5 orders of magnitude,
resulting in fault slip within a zone of homogeneous fluid overpressure. We find that cumulative seismic
moment scales linearly with the injected volume for stable slip (steady slip and fault creep), while it follows a
cubic relation for dynamic slip. Our experimental results suggest that the deviation of cumulative moment
release with injected volume from a linear trend in practice might be a sign for potential seismic risk. This
may be considered in modifying current injection strategies.

1. Introduction

It is widely acknowledged that fluid injection into the subsurface may induce earthquakes, as reported from
waste‐water disposal operations (Keranen et al., 2014), hydraulic fracturing in shale formations
(Ellsworth, 2013), or in enhanced geothermal system (EGS) projects (Bentz et al., 2020). Fluid injection
causes seismicity by diffusion of a pore pressure pulse (Shapiro & Dinske, 2009; Shapiro et al., 2002) and
through poroelastic coupling to the rock matrix (Goebel et al., 2016, 2017; Segall & Lu, 2015). Rupture
propagation has been analyzed using fracture mechanics (Galis et al., 2017; Garagash &
Germanovich, 2012; Wang et al., 2016), and the process has been modeled numerically using a rate‐ and
state‐friction law (Cappa et al., 2018; Guglielmi et al., 2015). To mitigate potential seismic hazards associated
with fluid injection, a better understanding of potential factors governing seismic moment release in
response to fluid injection is of fundamental importance.
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Assuming that fluid is injected into fully saturated formations, McGarr (2014) suggested a model providing
an upper bound for cumulative and maximum seismic moments, which scale linearly with injected volume
(ΔVf). Galis et al. (2017) developed a fracture mechanics‐based model to relate the size of stable, self‐arrested
ruptures to the injected volume by accounting for the rupture growing beyond the pressurized region. Their
scaling relation suggests that the maximum seismic moment of self‐arrested rupture scales with ΔVf

3/2.
Based on statistical considerations, van der Elst et al. (2016) noted that for selected data sets, injected fluid
volume controls total number of earthquakes, which in turn scales with maximum magnitude following a
Gutenberg‐Richter power law. Introducing a seismogenic index characterizing seismic activity arising from
fluid injection (Shapiro et al., 2010), they proposed that the maximum seismic moment scales with ΔVf

3/2b

(van der Elst et al., 2016) and with the Gutenberg‐Richter b value. Interestingly, for a commonly assumed
b = 1, this model predicts a similar relation as suggested by Galis et al. (2017).

For the majority of past and present field‐scale hydraulic stimulation projects, the trends of cumulative seis-
mic moment with injected volume roughly show a linear relation but commonly remain below the upper
bound of McGarr's model (Bentz et al., 2020). Interestingly, the corresponding slopes of maximum observed
seismic moment versus cumulative injected volume in a double logarithmic plot range from 1 to 1.5 (Bentz
et al., 2020), as predicted by the models of McGarr (2014) and Galis et al. (2017). This strongly suggests that
the seismicity evolves in a stable way, at least for some period of the injection. In contrast, for the 2017 Mw

5.5 Pohang earthquake likely caused by hydraulic stimulation, seismic moment increased rapidly exceeding
the upper bounds given by Galis et al. (2017), McGarr (2014), and van der Elst et al. (2016) due to occurrence
of an unbound runaway rupture (Woo et al., 2019). Although the existing field‐scale observations imply that
the relation betweenmoment release and injection parameters may depend on the dynamics of fault rupture
and slip, the physical mechanisms governing rupture evolution and arrest remain poorly understood.

Our laboratory study aims at unraveling the characteristics of injection‐induced seismic moment release
from fault slip by reproducing different fault slip modes (i.e., dynamic slip, slip at constant rate, and fault
creep) in response to different fluid pressurization rates. Our results suggest that the relation between seis-
mic moment release and injected volume is strongly affected by fault slip modes.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Experimental Setup

We carefully performed fluid‐driven fault slip tests on two sawcut cylindrical samples of Bentheim sand-
stone with dimensions of 50 mm in diameter and 100 mm in length. Each sample was prepared with a
smooth sawcut fracture (polished, root‐mean‐square roughness of ~50 μm) inclined at θ = 30° relative to
the cylinder axis and direction of maximum principal stress. The isotropic and homogeneous Bentheim
sandstone composed of almost pure quartz (96.5%) has a high permeability of about 1 Darcy at ambient pres-
sure (Wang, Dresen, et al., 2020), resulting in rapid fluid pressure diffusion. The samples were placed in rub-
ber sleeves to isolate them from the confining oil. Experiments were conducted on critically stressed artificial
faults at room temperature using a servo‐controlled triaxial deformation apparatus (MTS, stiffness of
machine plus assembly KMTS ≈ 0.65 × 109 N/m or equivalent ~330 MPa/mm) equipped with a pore pressure
system (see Figure S1 of the supporting information).

The samples were first loaded hydrostatically to a targeted confining pressure (s3) of 35 MPa while the pore
pressure (PP) was maintained constant at 5 MPa (Figure S2). Specimens were then axially loaded at a piston
displacement rate of 1 μm/s to estimate maximum shear strength (τss) resolved on the fault plane. Next, we
slowly reduced axial stress (s1) until the shear stress resolved along fault plane is equal to about 0.92τss. The
position of the axial piston was kept constant, followed by fluid injection. Using two different fluid pressur-
ization rates (i.e., 2 MPa/min in Test SC1 and 0.5 MPa/min in Test SC2, respectively, see Figure S3), fluid
injection was increased stepwise from PP = 5 MPa to PP = 29 MPa by pumping distilled water to the bottom
end of sample while the top end of sample is connected to a closed up‐stream reservoir (undrained condi-
tion). Each fluid injection stage lasted for 10 min, composed of a 4 MPa ramp increment followed by a con-
stant pressure plateau. Pore pressure increase of 4 MPa was achieved in 2 min in Test SC1 and in 8 min in
Test SC2, respectively. Subsequently, PP was kept constant for 8 min in Test SC1 and 2 min in Test SC2,
respectively. Hydraulic energy (EH) supplied by fluid injection over a time interval [t1, t2] is as follows:
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EH ¼ ∫
t2

t1
PPQdt; (1)

where Q is fluid injection rate. In addition, an external linear variable displacement transducer (LVDT)
located outside of the pressure vessel was used to measure the total axial displacement. We glued two pairs
of orthogonal strain gages at the center of the hanging and footwall blocks of the sawcut sample cylinder
to monitor the deformation of the rock matrix on both sides of the fault (Figure S4). Using the axial stress
(s1) measured with an internal load cell, the shear stress (τ) and effective normal stress (σn′) resolved on
fault plane are as follows:

τ ¼ σ1 − σ3ð Þsin θ cos θ (2)

σ′n ¼ σ3 − Pp
� �þ σ1 − σ3ð Þsin2 θ; (3)

τ and σn′ have been corrected for the contact area reduction between two blocks due to fault slip.

Fault displacement (u) is computed by projecting the net axial displacement that is determined from total
axial displacement (ΔlLVDT) minus axial shortening of loading apparatus (ΔlMTS) and rock matrix (ΔlRM),
as given:

u ¼ ΔlLVDT − ΔlMTS − ΔlRM
cos θ

: (4)

ΔlMTS is determined using ΔlMTS = ΔF/KMTS where ΔF is the change of axial force. ΔlRM is estimated by
ΔlRM = ε1L where ε1 is the mean axial strain of two vertical strain gages attached to the center of rock spe-
cimen (Figure S4) and L is sample length. The slip velocity is thus taken as time derivative of slip displa-
cement. Stress, strain, axial displacement, and injection data were synchronously recorded at a sampling
rate of 10 Hz. More details on the experimental methods and loading procedures can be found in
Wang, Kwiatek, et al. (2020).

2.2. Acoustic Emission Monitoring

Piezoelectric transducers (resonance frequency ~1 MHz) were directly mounted to the surface of samples to
monitor acoustic emission (AE) events (microseismicity) during testing (Figure S4). AE signals recorded
with 16 AE sensors in a triggered mode were amplified first by 40 dB using amplifiers with a built‐in
100 kHz high‐pass filter. Amplified waveforms were then continuously recorded at 10 MHz sampling fre-
quency and digitized at 16‐bit resolution. The arrival time and amplitude of first P wave for an individual
AE event were picked automatically using the Akaike information criterion. To more accurately locate
AE hypocenters, time‐dependent anisotropic P wave velocities (due to stress‐induced anisotropy) composed
by five horizontal layers and one vertical layer were measured periodically at every 10 s using ultrasonic
transmission pulses (Stanchits et al., 2011), resulting in a AE location accuracy of ±2 mm. Moment magni-
tude of AE (microseismicity) event (Mw

AE) is calculated using (Kwiatek, Goebel, & Dresen, 2014)

MAE
w ¼ log10

1
n
∑
n

i¼1
AiRið Þ2

� �0:5

− 10:5; (5)

where Ai is the first P wave amplitude that was corrected for coupling quality of AE sensors and incidence
angle using ultrasonic calibration technique (Kwiatek, Charalampidou, et al., 2014) and Ri is the
source‐receiver distance for sensor i. We use conversion factor of 10.5 from relative magnitude to absolute
magnitude for our AE sensors. Resulting AEmagnitudes and source parameters are in agreement with those
parameters reported in previous studies (McLaskey & Lockner, 2014; Yoshimitsu et al., 2014). Using the rela-
tion between seismic moment (M0) and moment magnitude (Mw) (Hanks & Kanamori, 1979)

Mw ¼ 2
3
log10 M0 − 9:1ð Þ; (6)

we estimated the cumulative seismic moment release detected by AE sensors by summing up all located
AE events over a given time interval.
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3. Results
3.1. Fault Slip Induced by Fluid Injection at Different Fluid Pressurization Rates

Initial loading of samples (Stage I) at σ3 = 35MPa and PP= 5MPa resulted in a linear increase of shear stress
across the fault and sample compaction (Figures 1a and 1b). At the yield point, slip along the fault acceler-
ated. Peak shear strength (τss) of the sawcut samples was about 35 MPa. Once the peak stress was exceeded,
the axial load was reduced and the axial piston was fixed at a shear stress corresponding to about 0.92τss
(Stage II), and thenfluid injectionwas started (Stage III). In the experiments, fault slip initiated shortly before
the first fluid injection stage ended (at PP ≈ 8.5 MPa). Fluid injection at a pressurization rate of 2 MPa/min
into Sample SC1 caused episodic slow stick‐slip events (peak slip velocity <4 μm/s), accompanied by episodic
stress drops and sharp peaks of AE activity (Figure 1a). In contrast, a fluid pressurization rate of 0.5MPa/min
in Test SC2 caused almost continuous fault creep with peak slip velocity <0.4 μm/s and a relatively constant
AE rate (Figure 1b). Our observations highlight that the fluid‐induced fault slip behavior is governed by fluid
pressurization rates. However, comparisons of Tests SC1 and SC2 show that slip distance reached during
each fluid injection stage and cumulative final fault slip (~1.5 mm) were very similar. Also, the amount of
injected fluid and hydraulic energy was similar between tests (Figures 1c and 1d). In Test SC1, the occurrence
of stick‐slip was accompanied by a sudden spike‐like increase in injection rate, which was not observed in
Test SC2. This spike in injection rate was attributed to the abrupt pore pressure drop and stress relaxation
with fault slip compensated by the fluid pressure system (Figure 1c). In contrast, in Test SC2 constant fluid
injection rate resulted in steady fault creep (Figure 1d).

Slip evolution during fifth fluid injection stage in Test SC1 is shown in detail in Figure 1e. After fluid injec-
tion started, the fault remained locked until slip initiated (Phase A). This was followed by slip acceleration to
peak velocity and deceleration (dynamic slip) (Phase B) and finally a long‐lasting relaxation phase at con-
stant slip‐rate (steady slip) (Phase C). Upon shut‐in of fluid injection, sliding stopped and the fault was
locked again (Phase D). The time delay between start of fluid injection and slip onset decreased with progres-
sive injection cycles (Figure S5). Steady slip (Phase C) was not observed in the first fluid injection stage
because fluid injection was stopped shortly after the occurrence of stick‐slip (Figure S5). In Test SC2 at lower
pressurization rates fault creep rate was almost constant with only small perturbations during the short
shut‐in periods (Figures 1b and 1f).

3.2. Injection‐Induced Seismic Moment Release

A total number of 3,983 and 3,331 AE events induced by fluid injection were located in tests SC1 and SC2,
respectively. The AE events were located dominantly along the precut fault planes (Figure S6), indicating
the robustness and accuracy of our AE hypocenter locations. Using Equation 5, the moment magnitudes
of located AE events (Mw

AE) were found to span statistically from Mw −9 toMw −7 (see Text S1 of the sup-
porting information). This is in agreement with the previously reported AE source parameters from labora-
tory experiments (Goodfellow et al., 2015; McLaskey & Lockner, 2014; Yoshimitsu et al., 2014). In addition,
the statistics of injection‐induced AE events follow a Gutenberg‐Richter frequency‐magnitude relation with
a b value of about 1.7 (see Text S1). The high b value (b > 1 is common for induced seismicity (van der Elst
et al., 2016)) suggests that the van der Elst et al. (2016) model is no longer consistent with the Galis
et al. (2017) model. Instead, it tends toward the slope predicted by the McGarr (2014) model.

Using Equation 6, we estimated the total seismic moment release (M0
AE) from all AEs, which was about 1.39

and 1.35 N•m in Tests SC1 and SC2, respectively (Figure 2a). AE focal mechanisms are dominated by shear
(double‐couple) sources (Wang, Kwiatek, et al., 2020), suggesting that potential dilation or compaction
deformation between two fault walls is negligible compared to shearing. For the injection‐induced fault slip,
we estimated total shear deformation moment (M0

def) usingMdef
0 ¼ GAuwhere G is the shear modulus, A is

the sawcut fault area and u is the average slip displacement. The shear deformation moment M0
def repre-

sents the total combined seismic and aseismic deformation (McGarr & Barbour, 2018). With G ≈ 11 GPa
(Wang, Kwiatek, et al., 2020) and A ≈ 3,925 mm2, the total shear deformation moments induced by fluid
injection for both tests sum up to similar values of about 2 × 104 N•m. The ratio of total M0

AE to total
M0

def is about 7 × 10−5. This is comparable to the values reported from in situ fluid injection experiments
(De Barros et al., 2019; Guglielmi et al., 2015) and laboratory hydraulic fracturing tests (Goodfellow
et al., 2015). This result implies that the injection‐induced deformation is dominantly aseismic and thus
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slow aseismic processes mainly occur outside the bandwidth of the AE recordings and below 100 kHz. The
radiated seismic energy (Es) can be estimated from seismic moment (M0), static shear stress drop (Δτ) and
shear modulus (G) using Es = ΔτM0/2G (Hanks & Kanamori, 1979). Based on an average stress drop of
about 26 MPa during entire fluid injection, the total seismic energy radiated in our tests corresponds to
about 1.6 × 10−3 J. This results in a seismic injection efficiency (the ratio of seismic energy to hydraulic
energy) of about 10−5, consistent with the reported range from laboratory hydraulic fracture experiments
(Goodfellow et al., 2015) and field‐scale fluid injection operations (Bentz et al., 2020; Kwiatek et al., 2018).

The total M0
AE and total M0

def released during fluid injection are comparable in both tests. Total M0
AE

release does not depend on fluid pressurization rate and fault slip modes, only on the total volume injected.
In contrast, temporal evolution of cumulative seismic moment (∑M0

AE) and cumulative shear deformation
moment (∑M0

def) differs between the different tests and clearly is affected by pressurization rates and slip
modes. The∑M0

def increases almost linearly with hydraulic energy, but∑M0
AE shows a nonlinear increase

with hydraulic energy (Figure 2b). The release of ∑M0
AE first increases linearly with fault slip in both tests

and then shows a slow increase (Figure 2c). This may be caused by stress relaxation associated with fault slip

Figure 1. Temporal variation of pore pressure, shear stress, fault slip displacement, slip velocity, and AE rate in Tests SC1 (a) and SC2 (b), performed at
pressurization rates of 2 and 0.5 MPa/min, respectively. After the peak shear strength (τss) was achieved at steady state (Stage I), shear stress was then reduced to
about 0.92τss (Stage II), followed by fluid injection (Stage III). (c and d) Evolution of pore pressure, injection rate, injected volume and hydraulic energy
supplied, and cumulative seismic moment estimated from radiated AE events with elapsed time since fluid injection in Tests SC1 and SC2, respectively.
(e and f) Zoomed details on induced fault slip during fifth fluid injection stage in Tests SC1 and SC2 (i.e., dashed orange rectangles in Figures 1a and 1b),
respectively. Further details on the separation of fault slip states in Figure 1e are given in the text.
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and/or by fault lubrication arising from progressively generated wet fault gouge, likely reducing roughness
and asperities between two fault blocks. Additionally, seismic moment release rate fromAE is clearly related
to slip velocity (Figure 2d).

In Test SC1, ∑M0
AE and ∑M0

def initially increase slowly during slip initiation (Figures 3a and 3b). As slip

velocity ramps up, we find a cubic relation (MAE
0 ∝ ΔV3

f andMdef
0 ∝ ΔV3

f ), which changes into a linear rela-

tion after slip rate decreases to almost constant. This is in contrast to Test SC2 (Figures 3c and 3d) that
displays roughly a linear relation between cumulative moments and injected fluid volume for the entire
duration of fluid injection and fault slip.

4. Discussion
4.1. Migration of Rupture Front and Fluid Pressure Front and Potential Impacts on
Injection‐Induced Moment Release

Recently, it has been suggested that fluid injection into a shallow crustal fault zone (Bhattacharya &
Viesca, 2019; De Barros et al., 2016) and during hydraulic fracturing operations (Eyre et al., 2019) may first
activate aseismic slip leading to seismic ruptures that extend beyond the pressurized region. A rupture front
outpacing pore pressure migration has also been modeled numerically (Cappa et al., 2018, 2019;
Wynants‐Morel et al., 2020). We estimated migration of a fluid pressure front along the sawcut fault plane
by solving the pressure diffusion equation for the conditions of our experiments (see Text S2). The perme-
ability of porous Bentheim sandstone is high (~1 Darcy), resulting in rapid migration of the pore pressure
front with an average speed of about 103 m/s. This is supported by the observed almost equal fluid pressures
monitored at the two ends of samples (Figure S2).

The AEs originating from breaking of asperities on the fault plane since the onset of fault slip reflect the
microfracturing process occurring within fault patches. We assume that migration of the rupture zone is

Figure 2. The evolution of cumulative seismic moment (∑M0
AE) estimated from radiated AE events and cumulative

shear deformation moment (∑M0
def) derived from fault slip as a function of (a) cumulative injected volume (ΔVf)

and (b) hydraulic energy (EH). (c) Evolution of cumulative seismic moment (∑M0
AE) with increasing fault slip

displacement (u) since fluid injection. (d) Relation between seismic moment release rate (dM0
AE/dt) and fault slip

velocity (Vslip).
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indicated by migration of AE hypocenters across the fault resulting from breaking grain‐scale asperities
(Lockner et al., 1991). Using a clustering algorithm of density‐based spatial clustering of applications with
noise (DBSCAN) (Ester et al., 1996), the temporal evolution of the AE spreading area (see Text S3) and
inferred rupture length (see Text S4) since onset of slip can be quantitatively estimated. The rupture
velocity is estimated to be only about 7 and 0.4 mm/s in Tests SC1 and SC2, respectively (see Text S4).
Compared to the much faster propagation rate of the fluid pressure front, this suggests that rupture
propagation occurs entirely within a fluid‐pressurized fault region.

Rupture propagation and sliding are caused by the increase in fluid pressure reducing effective normal stress
and frictional strength acting on the fault. For a similar injection scenario, McGarr (2014) developed a model
proposing an upper bound for cumulative moment release (∑M0) linearly increasing with injected volume
(ΔVf): ∑M0 = 2GΔVf. For stable rupture propagation, we find M0 ∝ T (Figure S7), similar to what has been
suggested for moment‐duration scaling of slow slip events (Gomberg et al., 2016; Ide et al., 2007). In contrast,
for dynamic slip events in Test SC1 we observe M0 ∝ T3 scaling as commonly found for earthquakes
(Figure S7). Since flow rate is kept almost constant during injection periods, seismic moment grows linearly
with injected volume (M0 ∝ ΔVf) during stable slip (constant slip rate and fault creep), as predicted by

McGarr (2014). A scaling of M0 ∝ ΔV3
f is also derived for unstable and dynamic slip, as shown in

Figures 3a and 3b.

The competition between rupture propagation and fluid pressure migration is complex depending on
many factors, such as hydraulic conductivity (Cappa et al., 2018), spatially varied frictional properties
(Cappa et al., 2019), initial stress state of fault zones (Wynants‐Morel et al., 2020), and fault roughness
(Maurer et al., 2020). In our experiments, the fluid pressure front propagates very fast along the highly

Figure 3. The evolution of (a) cumulative seismic moment (∑M0
AE) and (b) cumulative shear deformation moment

(∑M0
def) as a function of injected volume (ΔVf) since onset of fault slip during each fluid injection stage in Test

SC1. The black triangles denote the transition from dynamic slip (e.g., Phase B in Figure 1e) to steady slip (e.g., Phase
C in Figure 1e) during second to sixth fluid injection stages in Test SC1. Except first fluid injection stage, the evolution
of (c) cumulative seismic moment (∑M0

AE) and (d) cumulative shear deformation moment (∑M0
def) as a function of

injected volume (ΔVf) during the later fluid injection stages in Test SC2 due to the occurrence of continuous fault
creep. For first fluid injection stage in Test SC2, only the data since onset of fault slip were used.
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permeable fault zone and rock matrix outpacing the front of slow fault
slip. It is conceivable that for low‐permeability fault zones and fast rup-
tures this relation may be reversed. Corresponding observations do exist
from fault reactivation experiments (Bhattacharya & Viesca, 2019; Eyre
et al., 2019).

4.2. What Causes the Transition from Dynamic Slip to Steady Slip
at a High Fluid Pressurization Rate?

In Test SC1, we notice a transition from dynamic slip (e.g., Phase B in
Figure 1e) to slip at constant rate (e.g., Phase C in Figure 1e) during later
fluid injection stages (Figure S5). This transition may be related to two
independent factors. The fast pressurization rate applied in Test SC1
rapidly decreases fault frictional strength exceeding the rise time of the
loading system (Shimamoto et al., 1980). Accelerated stress relaxation of
the loaded system‐sample assembly and release of the energy stored in
the sample‐machine system will occur. As the machines stiffness
(~330 MPa/mm) exceeds the fault stiffness (~60 MPa/mm) (Wang,
Kwiatek, et al., 2020), fault slip remains stable and continues as long as
fluid is injected reducing fault strength. In contrast, the slow fluid pressur-
ization rate in Test SC2 allows for almost simultaneous stress relaxation
and equilibration of applied shear stress with reduced fault strength,
resulting in continuous and steady fault creep.

In addition, fault slip mode could be affected by fault geometry (Gomberg
et al., 2016). Specifically, the transition from dynamic slip to steady slip
corresponds to the change from unbounded to bounded rupture when
the rupture area reaches the sample boundaries. In Test SC1, the termina-
tion of dynamic slip occurs shortly before the rupture propagation has
progressed across the entire fault plane, as indicated by the spreading pro-
cess of AE hypocenters over time (see Text S4 and Figure S12). Subsequent
slip occurs unidirectionally along a bounded slip plane.

4.3. Implications for Fluid‐Induced Seismicity

Seismic moment release in laboratory experiments, in situ tests, andmany
field‐scale hydraulic stimulations are well constrained by the upper bound
suggested by the McGarr (2014) model (Figure 4). In addition, our labora-
tory experiments show that the injected volume limits the total deforma-
tion moment release once the aseismic moment is also taken into account
(see Figure S15), in agreement with laboratory hydraulic fracture experi-

ments by Goodfellow et al. (2015) (McGarr & Barbour, 2018). In contrast to the McGarr (2014) model, the
predictions from van der Elst et al. (2016) and Galis et al. (2017) models appear to be more consistent with
laboratory‐scale results at low injected volumes.

Our laboratory experiments highlight that although we do not change the total moment release caused by
fluid injection, there are now clear indications that it may be possible to manually govern the seismic
moment release rate that depends on fault slip modes by varying fluid pressurization rates. This is also sup-
ported by the observed induced seismicity correlated with variation of waste‐water injection rate in
Oklahoma (Langenbruch & Zoback, 2016) and by the recent successful field tests of controlling seismic
activity in EGS projects (Kwiatek et al., 2019) by adjusting injection parameters during a pressure‐controlled,
stable injection phase. The monitored response of linear moment release with ongoing injected volume for
field projects is believed to be indicative of stable rupture (Bentz et al., 2020), which is in agreement with our
experimental results.

The moment‐volume relation observed in our experiments is drawn from the scenario of injection‐induced
fault slip confined within a homogeneous pressurized region. In striking contrast to well‐controlled labora-
tory experiments, the geological setting of reservoir‐scale injection projects in many cases may be not

Figure 4. Temporal evolution of cumulative seismic moment with injected
volume across a wide range of scales from field hydraulic stimulations to
laboratory experiments. Note that the seismic moment is determined either
from radiated seismic waves during in situ and field tests or from the
radiated acoustic emission events during laboratory tests. The data sets of
field‐scale hydraulic stimulation projects are from Bentz et al. (2020). The
collected projects include Basel, Berlin geothermal field (BGF), Cooper
Basin, German deep scientific drilling hole (KTB), Paralana, Pohang,
Soultz‐sous‐Forêts, and Helsinki. The scatter points of in situ and
laboratory experiments indicate the total seismic moment
release and total injected volume at the termination of fluid injection. The
in situ fluid injection experiments performed at the Underground
Laboratory of Tournemire (France) and at the Underground Laboratory of
Rustrel (France) are from De Barros et al. (2019), and the in situ hydraulic
fracturing experiments performed at the Underground Äspö Hard Rock
Laboratory (Sweden) are in Kwiatek et al. (2018). The laboratory hydraulic
fracturing tests by Goodfellow et al. (2015) are also included. The theoreti-
cal limit to cumulative seismic moment predicted by McGarr (2014)
assuming shear modulus (G) of 20 GPa is indicated by the gray long‐dash
line. The gray short‐dash line denotes the corresponding prediction from
van der Elst et al. (2016) in which the seismogenic index Σ and b value are
set to 0 and 1.2, respectively. The gray dash‐dot line refers to the
upper bound suggested by Galis et al. (2017) assuming γ = 2.3 × 109 N/m3.5.
Details on the equations from van der Elst et al. (2016) and Galis
et al. (2017) can be found in Text S5 of the supporting information.
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properly confined and even some hidden faults nearby may not be known in advance (Eyre et al., 2019;
Rathnaweera et al., 2020). Nevertheless, it appears that a linear relation of moment ‐ injected volume for
stable slip is found in different geological settings by monitoring evolution of moment release at many
field‐scale fluid injection projects (Figure 4). For the 2017 Mw 5.5 Pohang/South Korea earthquake, a steep
increase in moment release exceeding upper bounds predicted by McGarr (2014), van der Elst et al. (2016),
and Galis et al. (2017) models suggests early occurrence of unstable runaway rupture, resulting in a rapid
release of seismic moment (Figure 4).

To better predict injection‐induced moment release on reservoir scale, the knowledge of background stress,
fault roughness, hydraulic conductivity, and frictional properties at the injection site is essential. This would
allow us to estimate the evolution of fluid pressure migration and induced rupture propagation with time.
Special attention should be paid to a scenario of rupture front propagating beyond the pressurized region.
The development of ruptured area beyond the pressurized region may not be driven directly by fluid pres-
sure change but by shear stress transfer due to aseismic slip (Bhattacharya & Viesca, 2019; Eyre et al., 2019),
not captured by existing evaluation methods based on pure fluid pressure diffusion models (e.g., Shapiro &
Dinske, 2009; Shapiro et al., 2002). Real‐time monitoring of temporal evolution of seismic moment release
with injected volume and promptly evaluating the current seismic risks may allow to adapt injection para-
meters and partially control seismic activity during a stable, pressure‐controlled injection phase, as observed
at many injection sites.

5. Conclusion

We performed laboratory fluid injection experiments on critically stressed sawcut sandstone samples with
a high permeability at different fluid pressurization rates. Episodic slow stick‐slip events are induced at
high fluid pressurization rate while fault creep occurs in response to slow fluid pressurization rate.
Fluid‐induced fault deformation is dominantly aseismic. The released total seismic moment is found to
be related to total injected volume, independent of fault slip behavior. Seismic moment release rate of
AEs is related to measured fault slip velocity. In our experiments, the fluid pressure migration is faster
than rupture propagation by about 5 orders of magnitude, resulting in induced fault slip fully confined
within a homogenous pressurized zone. The relation between cumulative moment release and injected
volume is affected by fault slip behavior, characterized by a linear relation for slip at constant rate and
fault creep while a cubic relation for unstable and dynamic slip. Our experimental results suggest that
early deviation of cumulative moment release with injected volume from a linear trend should be scruti-
nized carefully in stimulations.

Data Availability Statement

The data set of seismic moment in this study can be found at Mendeley Data (https://doi.org/10.17632/
cbhrs6d8rr.1), and the rest of data sets have been archived at GFZ Data Services (http://doi.org/10.5880/
GFZ.4.2.2020.002).
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